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ABSTRACT
Motion estimation is the most compute expensive part of high definition video com-
pression. It accounts for more than 50% of overall execution. Therefore, improving the
performance of motion estimation can make significant impact on the overall performance of
video compression. The performance of motion estimation can be improved in two aspects:
algorithm and implementation. This thesis touches both aspects. We first propose an in-
novative motion estimation algorithm by replacing the traditional block matching method
which comparing blocks pixel by pixel with a brand new method which based on LBP (Local
Binary Pattern) code. Our new method first encodes the original video frames into LBP
code and then compares the blocks only using the LBP code. Our algorithm reduces the
amount of computation significantly by avoiding many pixel by pixel comparisons present
in traditional block matching approaches. Using public benchmarks our experiments show
our proposed motion estimation algorithm runs 5 times faster than a traditional algorithm.
Furthermore, we accelerate our proposed algorithm on GPUs. Motion estimation processes
of all blocks are oﬄoaded to GPU and accelerated in parallel. Our GPU implementation
runs 9 times faster than CPU implementation.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
While High Definition (HD) video brings us better user experience, it also brings us
more challenges on video transferring and storage. In 1080p video, for example, one static
image (one single frame) is 6M bytes (1920 × 1080 × 3) in size, and the size of one hour
video can reach 648G with frame rate of 30 frames per second (6M × 30× 60× 60 = 648G).
Such huge size makes high definition video difficult to store in current storage and transmit
through network system. Therefore, compression and decompression is a necessity.
A recently emergent video compression standard, H.265 (HEVC) [13], employs a
hybrid compression architecture containing intra-frame compression for single video frame
compression and inter-frame compression for frame sequence compression. Inter-frame com-
pression is a bigger challenge because it typically involves a large number of video frames and
requires huge computing power, accounting for up to 80% computing cost of whole H.265
compression processes. A key part of inter-frame compression is motion estimation which
consumes more than 50% of total execution time [5]. Therefore, this thesis focuses on motion
estimation part of video compression.
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1.1 Introduction to Motion Estimation
When it comes to video frames, adjacent frames have similar pixel values with slight move-
ment from one frame to next frame. Therefore the purpose of motion estimation is to find
these slight movement. Typically each video frame is divided into smaller blocks with pixel
number in width and height of BLOCKSIZE which is configurable. More specifically, the
purpose of motion estimation is to find the motion vector of each blocks in one frame by
comparing the frame with the next one. Since the motion vectors record the movement of
each block, the next frame can be recovered from current frame and motion vectors. There-
fore it is not required to store and transfer every frame, but only store and transfer certain
frames and the associated motion vectors. And during video decompressing phase, all next
frames are recovered. Because motion vector is much smaller in size than original raw im-
ages, it significantly reduces the amount of data for storage and transmission which means
the original image is compressed.
1.2 Challenges of Motion Estimation
Motion estimation can reduces the video data significantly, however, it also significantly
increases the computing cost for both video compression and decompression. The main
challenge of motion estimation is to search a block of reference frame in next frame. More
specifically, there are generally four challenges in Motion estimation, the first challenge is to
determine where the search start from, the second challenge is to determine the best search
path, the third challenge is to efficiently compare two blocks, and the fourth challenge is to
determine when the search processes should stop.
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1.3 Thesis Objectives and Contributions
Various factors can limit the performance of motion estimation. Those include determining
good start point, efficient block matching, smart search path and smart stop policy. Among
those, this thesis focuses on the block matching because it is the most computing expensive
part of motion estimation process. A better block matching algorithm will improve the whole
motion estimation process significantly.The first contribution of this thesis is we propose a
new algorithm of block matching. The second contribution of this thesis is we accelerate the
motion estimation by using the emerging GPU computing technology.
1.4 Literature Review
In 1997, a naive motion estimation method called Full Search (FS) [10] was proposed. It
searches blocks by using a brute force approach. The basic idea of FS is to search all possible
candidates one by one in a searching range, and find the best matching blocks. Fig. 1.1
illustrates the method of FS. FS algorithm has two important configurable parameters,
block size and search range. The block size refers to how many pixels are in a block which
can be 8× 8, 16× 16, 32× 32 or some other values if required. The search range means the
largest distance (in the number of pixels) that the algorithm will search a reference block.
For example, 8 pixels means the algorithm searches the reference block within 8 pixels in
left, right, top, and bottom sides. Because FS uses a brute force strategy, it is considered as
the most accurate motion estimation algorithm, but the main problem is a very slow speed.
For 1080p frames in video, if the block size is 16 × 16, search range is 8, total 289 possible
blocks in the next frame need to be searched for each block.
In order to improve the performance of FS algorithm, several improved algorithms
are proposed. The most well known algorithm is Three Step Search (TSS) algorithm [7]
which was published in 1998. TSS improves FS algorithm by changing the search strategy.
In FS, the search strategy is full search, which means search all possible candidates one by
3
Figure 1.1. FS algorithm.
one. TSS, however, uses a selective search. First, it searchs 8 points whose distance to the
original point is R, if target block is found, search stops, if not, choose the most matching
points and then change the search range to R/2 and search the 8 points whose distance
to new original point is R/2. If target block is found in this search step, the search stops,
otherwise, by using the same strategy to choose a new original point and change the search
range to R/4 and search again. As shown in fig. 1.2, in the first step, these circle points are
searched, in second step, the square points are searched and in the third step the triangle
points are searched.
The TSS algorithm improves FS algorithm significantly. In FS, totally 289 target
possible blocks are matched for each block, but in TSS, there is only 29 points. This reduces
computations by about 10 times. But its accuracy is affected. The main reason is that, after
the first step, if the target block is not matched, it is hard to choose the best block as the
start of next step. And then the second step maybe start from wrong points.
Because of the accuracy problem of TSS, a New Three Step Search (NTSS) algorithm
4
Figure 1.2. TSS algorithm.
[9] was proposed to improve TSS algorithm in 2002. The basic idea of NTSS is to add more
search points to improve the accuracy. As shown in Fig. 1.3, there are more circle points in
first step. These points are newly added search points in NTSS. Except these newly added
search points, the search strategy is same as TSS.
With the emergence of GPGPU, the recent motion estimation research has employed
GPGPU accelerations. Chen et al [4] introduced a CUDA implementation. However they
did not present any new algorithm and just simply rewrote the motion estimation algorithms
in CUDA.
When it comes to block matching algorithm research, there are two popular methods
proposed: mean difference (1.1) [8] and mean square error (1.2) [3]. The main problem of
both methods is that they compare the block pixel by pixel. In this thesis we propose a new
algorithm that compare blocks not by pixels.
MeanDiff b2b1 =
1
row ∗ col
row∑
j=1
col∑
i=1
(|P b1ij − P b2ij |) (1.1)
5
Figure 1.3. NTSS algorithm.
SqureErrorb2b1 =
1
row ∗ col
√√√√ row∑
j=1
col∑
i=1
(P b1ij − P b2ij )2 (1.2)
1.5 Terminologies
Motion Vector The change of location of each block between two frames. For example,
the location of one block in frame f is (x, y) and in frame f + 1 is (x+ vx, y+ vy), the
(vx, vy) is the motion vector of this block between frame f and f + 1.
Motion Estimation The process of computing or searching the motion vector.
Reference Frame The first frame in motion estimation.
Prediction Frame The second frame in motion estimation.
Reference Block The block in reference frame.
Candidate Block The block in prediction frame.
6
Searching Range The largest range to search the candidate block in each reference block.
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CHAPTER 2
GPGPU FOR VIDEO
COMPRESSION
In this chapter, several basic skills that used in this thesis will be discussed. We
first discuss why software video compression provides benefit to certain platforms and then
discuss why software video compression can be accelerated by GPU computing technologies.
2.1 Hardware vs. Software Video Compression
Video compression is usually implemented in hardware on most platforms, however, there
are several platforms that prefer software implementation for several reasons [6]. The first
reason is that hardware implementation is expensive in cost. For some platforms, especially
mobile devices, video is not a high priority, therefore additional transistor and more power
is not preferred. The other reason is that the hardware implementation is not flexible to
adopt new algorithms, while software approach is much more flexible. Therefore, software
approach provides unique benefit to certain platforms.
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2.2 GPU Computing
GPU (Graphic Computing Unit) computing is an emerging software approach for accel-
erating general purpose tasks which is a perfect solution to accelerate video compresion.
Originally used for computing-intensive graphic rendering tasks, GPU is specially designed
as many-core architecture to support many parallel threads or tasks that makes it a potential
parallel computing platform for general parallel tasks which is well known as GPGPU (Gen-
eral Purpose GPU). The key reason that GPU can perform parallel task benefit from SIMD
(Single Instruction, Multiple Data) architecture which using consist of an array of proces-
sors with a control processor and a main memory. On each clock cycle, the control processor
issues an instruction to each processor using the control bus. Each processor performs that
instruction and (optionally) returns a result to the memory via the data bus. With SIMD ar-
chitecture, GPU execute same instructions on multiple data elements simultaneously which
improves the performance significantly.
2.3 OpenCL
OpenCL [12] and CUDA [11] are two GPGPU programming frameworks that enable the
GPU for general computing tasks. OpenCL and CUDA are very similar in their core pro-
gramming model yet differ in available platforms: OpenCL is industry standard supported
by most hardware vendors while CUDA is available only on NVIDIA hardware. This thesis
uses OpenCL for experiments. In OpenCL computing model, parallel computing tasks are
mapped into a N dimension thread structure called NDRange where N can be configured
into one, two or three dimension according to the actual task structure. For efficient orga-
nization and scheduling, NDRange is further divided into multiple work-groups where each
work-group contains multiple work-items. Work-item is a basic computing unit that pro-
cesses an independent data element and all work-items in the same work-group can process
data elements simultaneously. The program of work-item that runs on GPU device is called
9
kernel.
OpenCL provides many benefits in the field of high-performance computing, and one
of the most important is portability. OpenCL kernels can execute on GPUs and CPUs
from such popular manufacturers as Intel, AMD and Nvidia. New OpenCL-capable devices
appear regularly, and efforts are underway to port OpenCL to embedded devices, digital
signal processors, and even FPGA (field-programmable gate arrays). Not only can OpenCL
kernels run on different types of devices, but a single application can dispatch kernels to
multiple devices at once. For example, if the computer contains an AMD CPU and an AMD
GPU card, applications can synchronize kernels running on both devices and share data
between them. These features make OpenCL an ideal GPU computing programming choice.
2.4 GPU Computing for Motion Estimation
Several features of Motion Estimation task make it be accelerated by GPU computing easily.
The first and most important feature is that the motion estimation task is a per-block task,
which means every block will be processed with the same way. As discussed above, SIMD
computing model can efficiently accelerate these kind of tasks. Every core in the GPU device
can process one block and all blocks can be processed simultaneously. The second feature of
motion estimation is that the block number is large, therefore additional effort of oﬄoading
computing task to GPU can be hidden by beneficial of large parallel computing throughputs.
In this thesis, the detailed implementation of using GPU computing to accelerate motion
estimation will be discussed in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 3
THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
In this chapter, the detailed algorithm will be discussed. First, we will discuss the
original FS algorithm with the complexity analysis. And then we will introduce our proposed
algorithm FS-EBME with the complexity analysis. Finally the complexity of these two
algorithms will be compared.
3.1 Traditional FS (Full Search) Algorithm
A naive brute force algorithm of motion estimation algorithm is known as Full Search (FS)
algorithm. As the name indicates, this algorithm searches every possible candidate blocks
in the searching range as shown in Fig. 3.1 where P is the top-left point of reference block
in reference frame, blue block is the reference block and gray points are the top-left points
of all candidate blocks in prediction frame and R shows the searching range.
For each block at the position of P , the FS algorithm will search all possible positions
in a search range R. The algorithm 1 illustrates the FS algorithm.
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Algorithm 1 Full Search Motion Estimation.
for each Block b at position of ref in CURRENT image do
P0 = the same position of ref in NEXT image
Range = 1
MinDiff = BlockMatching(ref, p0)
MVb = P0 − ref
if MinDiff <= MinDiffThreshold then
Return
end if
while Range <= SearchingRange do
for each point p in this range in NEXT image do
Diff = BlockMatching(ref, p)
if Diff < MinDiff then
MinDiff = Diff
MVb = p− ref
end if
if MinDiff <= MinDiffThreshold then
Return
end if
end for
Range + +
end while
end for
Figure 3.1. FS algorithm.
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3.1.1 Block Matching Method
Algorithm 1 tells us that the block matching is a key function and the most expensive in
motion estimation. A traditional block matching method is simply to compare individual
pixels in the block one by one. The difference of whole block is represented as the square
error of all pixels in the block. Therefore, the purpose of block matching is to search all
candidate blocks in prediction frame to find the block who has the minimum block difference
with reference block.
Algorithm 2 illustrates the process of matching two blocks. Assume the block has
col columns and row rows, for each pixel at the location of column = i and row = j, the
deference between two pixels is P b1ij −P b2ij , that is, the difference between these two blocks is
euclidean distance as shown in the following equation.
Diff b2b1 =
√√√√ row∑
j=1
col∑
i=1
(P b1ij − P b2ij )2 (3.1)
Algorithm 2 Block Matching.
j = 1
i = 1
Diff = 0
while j < row do
while i < col do
Diff+ = (PIXELcurent−imageref−ij − PIXELnext−imagep−ij )2
end while
end while
Return sqrt(Diff)
3.2 The Complexity of Traditional FS Algorithm
There are several parameters used to evaluate the complexity of FS algorithm:
• Image Size
Image Size presents the total pixel number in the image, and it is denoted by two
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parameters width W and height H, therefore the total pixel number is W ×H. The Block
Size impact the complexity significantly because more pixels require more computing time.
Therefore, the complexity of video compression for 1080p video (width is 1920 and height is
1080) is much higher than 720p video (width is 1280 and the height is 720).
• Block Size
Block Size presents the width and height of each block. In this thesis, block is a
square where width equals height that is denoted by B. With Block Size B, the total block
number in one video frame is (W/B) × (H/B). Choosing an appropriate Block Size is a
trade-off among variant considerations. Larger block size results in less block number, but
the block matching time for individual block is increased. On the other hand, smaller block
size cause more block number while the block matching time is decreased. The Block Size
also impact the accuracy of motion estimation. In this thesis, we did not test different Block
Size, but just used the industry recommended Block Size B = 16.
• Search Range
Search Range is a parameter illustrates how many candidate blocks will be matched
with reference block, and it is denoted by R. R presents the distance in pixels to search the
blocks. If the search range is R, the total number of blocks need to be compared to compute
the motion vector is (2×R + 1)× (2×R + 1)
3.2.1 Complexity Evaluation
We evaluate the complexity by counting the total mathematical operations for motion esti-
mation by using the equation 3.2:
C = C1 × C2 × C3 (3.2)
Where total complexity C is determined by three sub-complexity: the number of
blocks C1 , the number of candidate blocks that be compared with the reference block C2
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and the total mathematical operations of one block matching C3.
As discussed above, the total number of blocks is determined by the Image Size (W
and H) and Block Size (B), and C1 can be computed by the equation 3.3;
C1 = (W/B)× (H/B) (3.3)
The total number of candidate blocks is determined by the Search Range R, and the
complexity C2 can be computed by the equation 3.4.
C2 = (2×R + 1)× (2×R + 1) (3.4)
The complexity of block matching C3 is determined by the block size and the block
matching algorithm. In this block matching algorithm, for comparing one pixel, there are
three operations, one minus, one square and one addition. Therefore the complexity of C3
can be computed by equation 3.5;
C3 = 3×B ×B (3.5)
By merging the three sub-complexity equations, the total complexity C can be com-
puted by the equation 3.6;
C = C1 × C2 × C3 = (W/B)× (H/B)× (2×R + 1)× (2×R + 1)× 3×B ×B (3.6)
For example, for a 1080p HD image where W = 1920, H=1080. If B = 16, R = 8.
The total complexity of motion estimation of one image is:
(1920/16)× (1080/16)× 17× 17× 3× 16× 16 = 1, 811, 128, 320
15
Figure 3.2. Transfer pixels to long word.
3.3 Our Proposed Algorithm (FS-EBME)
We proposes a new block matching algorithm that compares blocks by not comparing pixels
but comparing combined pixels after encoding. The basic idea is to combine adjacent 8 bytes
as a long word. Therefore, when we compare 8 bytes only one time as a long integer, we don’t
need to compare the bytes one by one for eight times. Theoretically this approach speeds up
motion estimation by 8 times. An example is shown in Fig. 3.2. One block contains 16× 16
pixels and we need to compare total 256 pixels with 256 comparisons. If we combine 8 bytes
to a long word, we just need to compare only 32 words for entire block.
However, it is impossible to combine the pixel value directly into a long word in real
video. In adjacent frames of same video, even for same object, the pixel values are impossible
to be exactly same in two frames because of noise. Some pixel values may have very slight
change between frames. For example the pixel value may be changed from 100 to 101. It
is tolerable if we compare pixels, but if we combine bytes to a word, there is likely to be
different.
Therefore, we need transform raw pixel values to a stable format so that we can
combine bytes to long integers to reduce the comparisons. In this thesis, we present an
16
Figure 3.3. Example of our LBP encoding.
innovative encoding method by borrowing the idea of LBP (Local Binary Pattern) [1]. The
basic idea of LBP is transforming each pixel value to a relationship among the pixel value
of its neighbors. For each pixel, there are eight neighbors (left, top, right, bottom and four
diagonal positions). If the value of this pixel is larger than the value of its neighbor, the
corresponding bit is set to 1, otherwise set to 0. Therefore, for each pixel, the LBP code is 8
bits that is one byte. In order to reduce the LBP code size, in this thesis, only four neighbors
are used for LBP code (only left, right, bottom, top), that means for each pixel, the LBP
code is 4 bits, and the LBP code of two adjacent bytes will make one byte. Therefore,
16 adjacent pixels will generate 8 bytes, in other words, 16 adjacent pixels will generate
one LBP long word. By using this encoding method, only one comparison is required to
compare 16 pixels in block matching function, this improves the block matching and motion
estimation significantly. We call our block matching algorithm an Enhanced Block Matching
by Encoding (EBME).
17
Figure 3.4. Details of LBP encoding.
3.3.1 Encoding Process
Fig. 3.3 illustrates the detailed process of our LBP encoding method. In our LBP encoding
method, each pixel will be compared with its four neighbors, left, right, bottom and top. Four
bits are used to store the comparing relationship between this pixel and its four neighbors.
The left is the first bit (the most left one), top is the second bit, right is the third bit and
bottom one is the fourth bit (the most right one). For each pixel, if the pixel value is less
than the value of the left pixel, the first LBP bit is set as zero (0), otherwise one (1). By
using the same rule, the remain three bits are set by comparing with its other neighbors.
Fig. 3.4 shows an example. The pixel 67 is encoded to 0011, because the left value
9 and top value 56 is less than 67, therefore the first and second LBP bits are set to 0, the
right pixel 120 and bottom pixel 78 is larger than 67, therefor the third and forth LBP bits
are set to 1. Because each pixel has 4 bits LBP code, two adjacent pixels have eight bits
LBP code which is one byte. In this example, pixel 9 and pixel 67 have one byte of LBP
code F3 (11110011). By using this LBP encoding method, an image of W × H pixels will
be encoded into (W/2)×H LBP bytes.
3.3.2 Our Enhanced FS Algorithm (FS-EBME)
By adopting our new block matching algorithm EBME, the original FS algorithm is promoted
to the FS-EBME algorithm. FS-EBME is changed into two steps, the first step is to encode
the two input frames (reference frame and prediction frame) into LBP code, and then the
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second step is to use full search strategy to search the motion vector of each block by using
EBME algorithm.
The LBP encoding step is to encode every pixel of input image. For those pixels that
locate in the border of the image, we assume the pixel value is zero if it is out of the image.
3.4 The Complexity of the FS-EBME Algorithm
Our FS-EBME algorithm can be evaluated by using the same evaluation method of counting
the total mathematical operations. The difference is that there is additional computing cost
of encoding, therefore the total complexity C of our FS-EBME algorithm is denoted by the
equation 3.7:
C = C1 × C2 × C3 + C4 (3.7)
Where total complexity C is determined by three sub-complexity: the number of
blocks C1 , the number of candidate blocks that be compared with the reference block C2,
the total mathematical operations of one block matching C3 and the complexity of encoding
C4.
As discussed above, the total number of blocks is determined by image size (W and
H) and block size (B), and C1 can be computed by the equation 3.8;
C1 = (W/B)× (H/B) (3.8)
The total number of candidate blocks is determined by the Search Range R, and the
complexity C2 can be computed by the equation 3.9.
C2 = (2×R + 1)× (2×R + 1) (3.9)
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The complexity of block matching C3 is determined by the block size and the block
matching algorithm. In this block matching algorithm, every line is combined as a long
word and requires only one comparing. Therefore the complexity of matching one block only
is same as the number of lines in the block. The complexity of C3 can be computed by
equation 3.10;
C3 = B (3.10)
The complexity of encoding is 8 operations, because four neighbors will be compared
and every comparison requires two operations (one minus and one shift operation). Therefore
the complexity of encoding for whole image is
C4 = 8×W ×H (3.11)
By merging the four sub-complexity equations, the total complexity C can be com-
puted by the equation 3.12;
C = C1×C2×C3+C4 = (W/B)×(H/B)×(2×R+1)×(2×R+1)×B+8×W ×H (3.12)
For example, for a 1080p HD image of W = 1920, H=1080. If B = 16, R = 8, the
total complexity of computing motion vector of one image is:
1920×1080×4 + (1920/16)× (1080/16)×17×17×16 = 16, 588, 880 + 37, 454, 440 =
54, 043, 320.
3.5 Discussion
Theoretically, our algorithm FS-EBME in the same complexity level with traditional FS
algorithm, because our algorithm is constant times faster than traditional FS algorithm.
However, practically, constant times improvement is significant in real application. By com-
paring the complexity of our new method with the traditional one, the theoretical complexity
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is improved by 33 times.
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CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENTS
4.1 Experiment Configuration
Our proposed algorithm is evaluated by the following four experiments: First, we imple-
mented a basic FS algorithm running on CPU as our baseline. This is a naive brute force
method, we assume this is the most accurate method. We then implemented the following
three configurations to compare its accuracy and performance. Second, we improved the
baseline by using GPU to accelerate the traditional FS algorithm with several optimization
methods. Third, we improved the baseline from another view by using our proposed algo-
rithm but not using GPU. Last, we further improved the third experiment by using GPU
to do acceleration. The following subsections will discuss the details of each experiment and
compare the result.
4.2 Original FS Algorithm on CPU (Experiment 1.1)
High Definition (HD) image contains thousands of blocks, and each block needs to be pro-
cessed independently for motion estimation. However, because CPU can only execute tasks
serially, these blocks have to be processed one by one. Fig. 4.1 illustrates the implementation
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Figure 4.1. Baseline of FS implementation.
of our baseline. The first step is dividing the reference frame into blocks, and then retrieving
blocks one by one to feed to motion estimation function for computing the motion vector.
4.3 Original FS Algorithm on GPU (Experiment 2.x)
4.3.1 Implementation Details (Experiment-2.1)
In this experiments, we use GPU to accelerate the FS motion estimation algorithm. As
discussed above, a major computational challenge of the baseline experiment is that the
blocks in an image have to be processed one by one serially, which is inefficient. This
problem can be improved by using GPU’s SIMD executing model where blocks are oﬄoaded
to GPU and processed in parallel as Fig. 4.2 illustrates. In this execution model, each GPU
core process one block independently and simultaneously which is illustrated by Fig. 4.3
where images (reference image and prediction image) are uploaded into the GPU, and GPU
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Figure 4.2. Oﬄoading motion estimation to GPU.
will schedule many-core to perform the motion estimation for all blocks simultaneously.
For implementation, we have chosen the cross-platform, industry standard OpenCL
programming framework to implement our motion estimation algorithms on CPU-GPU het-
erogeneous systems. OpenCL targets to exploit both Task-Level Parallelism (TLP) and
Data-Level Parallelism (DLP) present in application. We first perform a task-flow analysis
to identify the data-parallel portions of the application, each of which becomes a candidate
for GPU kernel. GPU kernels are executed on manycore GPU hardware in a SIMT (Single
Instruction Multiple Threads) and SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data) fashion. Fig.
4.4 illustrates the mapping between the image blocks and OpenCL threads. In Fig. 4.4, each
blue rectangle illustrates one block in the reference frame and it is processed by one GPU
core.
4.3.2 Optimization Methods
Optimizing GPU kernel is a challenging task as it requires the deep understanding of un-
derlying GPU hardware architecture and its thread execution model. The performance of
GPU kernel is very sensitive to small changes in thread configuration and memory access
patterns.
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Figure 4.3. FS algorithm implementation with GPU acceleration.
Figure 4.4. Mapping blocks to GPU threads.
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Figure 4.5. Loop Unrolling.
4.3.2.1 Loop Unrolling (Experiment 1.2 and Experiment 2.2)
Designed for data intensive computing, control flow must be avoided to achieve high per-
formance on GPUs. Therefore, if the number of control instructions can be reduced, the
performance of GPU will be improved. Loop unrolling is an efficient way to reduce the
control flow of the program. Our first optimization is to apply loop unrolling technique to
reduce control instructions.
In order to compare two blocks pixel by pixel, two-level nested loop is used to iterate
all pixels in the block. First loop is to iterate the block row by row and the second loop
is to iterate column by column in the same row. The code on the left side in Fig. 4.5
illustrates this process. In this implementation, one control instruction is required for each
pixel comparison. Since the iteration count is fixed to BLKSZ (e.g., 16 in our experiments),
we can remove the second loop and replace it with 16 statements directly as in the right side
of Fig. 4.5.
4.3.2.2 Local Memory (Experiment 2.3)
Multiple memory space is one of features of modern GPU architecture. On-chip memory is
fast, however the size is small because it is expensive. Off-chip memory is larger, however
it is slow because it requires significantly more cycles to access off-chip memory. One of
our important optimizations is to utilize on-chip scratchpad local memory which is as fast
as cache. Prefetching frequently used data from slow off-chip global memory to this local
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Figure 4.6. Using local memory in OpenCL kernel.
memory significantly improves the performance. The GPU kernel of motion estimation
need to access neighboring pixels as Fig. 4.6 illustrates. Without prefetching those data
to local memory, it would result multiple accesses to slow global off-chip memory. Our
implementation loads a block of data simultaneously before performing pixel operations.
This way, overall memory latencies are dramatically reduced.
GPU is efficient to run SIMD model instructions, however it is inefficient to perform
tasks where tasks run different branches which is called branch divergence. In our implemen-
tation, there are divergence when the kernel load data from global memory to local memory.
Because each block need data of the neighbor area, additional data is required to be loaded
to local memory as Fig. 4.6 illustrated. In Fig. 4.6, every blue rectangle demonstrates a
thread which runs motion estimation process for one block. For those thread in the middle
area such as the green block, it can access the neighbor’s data that have been loaded by its
neighbor threads. However, for those thread in the border such as the orange threads, they
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Figure 4.7. Divergence removal solution 1.
have no enough neighbors to help to load the data of neighbor area, therefore they need load
these missing data by the thread itself. Which means the thread in the middle area and
border area runs different instructions to load data from global memory to local memory.
This will cause divergence.
In order to solve this divergence problem, each thread will load more data than a
block. For example, if there are 4× 4 threads in a group, the search range is 8, that means
the data need to be loaded to local memory is (16 × 4 + 8) × (16 × 4 + 8), which means
80 × 80 pixels need to be loaded to local memory. If we want all threads to load same size
data from global memory to local memory, each thread needs to load 20 × 20 pixels from
global memory to local memory. This method is illustrated by Fig. 4.7.
Another way to solve this problem is to launch 5 × 5 thread to load data but only
4×4 thread to perform motion estimation tasks and the other 9 threads remains idle during
the motion estimation process. As Fig. 4.8 illustrates, every thread of all 5× 5 thread will
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Figure 4.8. Divergence removal solution 2.
load a block data from local memory to local memory, but only blue threads will perform
motion estimation and the green thread will be idle during the motion estimation process.
This approach can solve the divergence problem but cause some GPU cores to be idle.
4.3.2.3 Bank Conflict Removal (Experiment 2.4)
Physical memory is implemented through a number of banks. If multiple threads access
different banks, the accesses can be performed in parallel. However, if multiple threads
access same bank, these accesses are serialized even if these threads are running in parallel.
This is called bank conflict.
Bank conflict is another critical issue that cause inefficiency on GPU. When does bank
conflict happen? Assume there are totally N banks in memory. These memory addresses
of x × N + A where A is an address and x=0,1,2,3... are in the same bank. For example
2×N + A and 3×N + A are in the same bank. If one thread is accessing 2×N + A and
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Figure 4.9. Bank conflict in OpenCL kernel.
other thread want to access 3×N + A, the bank conflict happens.
If thread A is accessing bank X, and thread B also accesses bank X, these two accesses
must be serialized, which means thread B must wait for the thread A to finish its memory
accessing. If bank conflict happens, threads will perform memory accessing serially even if
they are parallel threads and run simultaneously. This impacts the performance significantly.
In our experiments, bank conflict is a problem. Fig. 4.9 demonstrates that all thread
in the same column accesses the same bank if the number of bank is 64. In order to remove
the bank conflict, we change the search path for each row which is illustrated in Fig. 4.10.
In the first row, the motion estimation algorithm will search the blocks from the most left
points, the second row will shift the start search points one pixel different from the first row,
and the third row and forth row use the same rule to shift the start points.
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Figure 4.10. Reducing bank conflict in OpenCL kernel.
4.4 Our Proposed FS Algorithm on CPU (Experiment
3.1)
4.4.1 Implementation Details
Our new FS algorithm has the same framework as traditional FS algorithm. However, there
are two key differences that make the algorithm more efficient. The first one is that our
algorithm has the LBP encoding process and the second one is that our block matching is
based on comparing the LBP code but not the pixel value. Fig. 4.11 illustrates the work
flow of our new FS algorithm. Though this algorithm requires additional LBP encoding
process, the LBP encoding process is executed for only one time even if the block matching
process will be iterated for many times to match all possible candidate blocks. Therefore
the amortized time consumption of motion estimation of each block is reduced.
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Figure 4.11. Implementation of FS algorithm with LBP encoding.
Fig. 4.12 demonstrates the implementation details of our LBP encoding process.
Each pixel is compared with four neighbors including left, top, right and bottom neighbor,
therefore each pixel has four LBP bits. Two adjacent pixels generate eight LBP bit code
that is one byte long. Fig. 4.13 demonstrates the implementation details of LBP code based
block matching method. In this implementation, every block matching just compares 16
long integers but not 256 pixels as in traditional methods.
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Figure 4.12. implementation of LBP encoding.
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Figure 4.13. Implementation of block matching based on LBP code.
4.5 Our Proposed FS Algorithm on GPU (Experiment
4.1)
4.5.1 Implementation Details
We further accelerate our new FS algorithm by oﬄoading LBP encoding and block matching
parts to GPU as Fig. 4.14 illustrates. For LBP encoding process, because each pixel is
encoded independently, we can map pixel to OpenCL thread for LBP encoding. For motion
estimation of each block, the reason is same as what we did in the experiment above by
using GPU to accelerate original FS algorithm.
4.6 Comparison of Experiment Results
4.6.1 Evaluation Method
Accuracy and speed are evaluated in our experiments. For accuracy evaluation, we assume
the baseline is the most accurate algorithm because of its brute force nature, and the second
experiment, using GPU to accelerate the baseline, has the same accuracy as our baseline
because the GPU computing does not change the algorithm but just changed the computing
speed. However, the third and fourth experiments have different motion estimation results
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Figure 4.14. Implementation of FS algorithm with LBP encoding with GPU acceleration.
because they use our new proposed algorithm. Therefore, our accuracy evaluation is only
used to evaluate our new algorithm by comparing the motion vectors with the baseline.
For speed evaluation, we evaluate the performance by measuring the time of processing one
motion estimation with two frames, reference frame and prediction frame.
We test images are obtained from Baker et al [2] which is a joint compute vision
research group among Microsoft, Middlebury College, Brown University and TU Darmstadt.
The test images contain 12 different clips each of which contains a sequence of video images.
Our test evaluates all 12 clips and then computes the average time.
4.6.2 Evaluation Setup and Analysis
Our experiments are conducted on the platform consisting of Intel CPU i7-3770K and Nvidia
GPU GTX680 with 16GB main memory. Table 4.1 illustrates our test results on speed of
each experiments that discussed above. In table 4.1, there are four columns. The first
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Table 4.1. Experimental results on speed (in millisecond (ms)).
Experiment Identity Configuration explain 1080p 720p
Experiment 1.1 Baseline 240 101
Experiment 1.2 CPU with loop unrolling 208 87
Experiment 2.1 GPU with global memory 52 30
Experiment 2.2 GPU with loop unrolling 51 30
Experiment 2.3 GPU with local memory 26 13
Experiment 2.4 GPU bank conflict removal 25 12
Experiment 3.1 CPU with LBP 47 22
Experiment 4.1 GPU with LBP 5 3
Table 4.2. Experimental results comparison.
Platform Traditional Algorithm (ms) Our Algorithm (ms) Improvement (times)
CPU Only (1080p) 240 47 5.1
GPU-CPU (1080p) 25 5 5
CPU only (720p) 101 22 4.6
GPU-CPU (720p) 12 3 4
column is an experiment configuration identity, the second column is a simple description of
experiment configuration. The third column is test result with 1080p images and the fourth
column is test result with 720p images. The Fig. 4.15, 4.16, 4.17 and 4.18 demonstrate the
visualization of motion estimation results. In terms of evaluation of accuracy, we compared
the motion vectors that generated from baseline and our proposed algorithm, and 93 %
motion vectors are same which means the accuracy is 93 %.
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(a) Traditional Block Matching Algorithm.
(b) Our Block Matching Algorithm.
Figure 4.15. Visualization of our experiment examples on motion estimation - 1.
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(a) Traditional Block Matching
Algorithm.
(b) Our Block Matching Algo-
rithm.
Figure 4.16. Visualization of our experiment examples on motion estimation - 1.
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(a) Traditional Block Matching Algorithm.
(b) Our Block Matching Algorithm.
Figure 4.17. Visualization of our experiment examples on motion estimation - 1.
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(a) Traditional Block Matching Algorithm.
(b) Our Block Matching Algorithm.
Figure 4.18. Visualization of our experiment examples on motion estimation - 1.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
This thesis summarizes our research efforts on designing and implementing a fast motion
estimation. The thesis proposes an innovative LBP encoding based motion estimation algo-
rithm which first encodes original raw video frames into LBP code and then executes block
matching by using LBP code. The benefit of this approach is to avoid comparing pixels
directly during block matching. One drawback of this algorithm is that the accuracy is im-
pacted. Our experiments show that our new algorithm runs 5 times faster than traditional
algorithm with same hardware configuration with 7% accuracy loss. However, our proposed
algorithm opens up a new approach for motion estimation. We believe further improvement
can address the accuracy issue in various ways. As for implementation, we implement the
proposed algorithm on emerging GPU computing platforms where each GPU core processes
the motion estimation processes for one block and all blocks are processed in parallel. Our
research efforts also include GPU architecture aware optimizations. From the result of our
experiments, the most optimized implementation runs 9 times faster than the original CPU
based implementation.
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